in detail (e.g., one's own body; Parsons, 1987b) , the rate of imagined reorientation for different planes or axes can vary by a factor of at least 3. In addition, the rate can vary by a factor of at least 2.5 for different directions within a plane of orientation difference (i.e., for clockwise and counterclockwise rotations about an axis; Parsons, 1987b) . For other stimuli (e.g., those used by Shepard & Metzler, 1971) , the rate may not vary with the plane or direction of reorientation. Finally, the rate of imagined reorientation is apparently influenced by properties of the imagined object. Rates can vary by more than an order of magnitudedepending on the object's complexity or familiarity (cf. results in Cooper, 1975; Kaushall & Parsons, 1981; Parsons, 1987b; Shepard & Hurwitz, 1984; Shepard & Metzler, 1971) .
These and related results (e.g, Cooper, 1976; Pinker, 1980) are taken to imply that the imagined spatial transformations produce an approximately continuous series of intermediate internal representations of a shape that correspond to its intermediate physical orientations. In addition, these results are thought to imply that objects are internally represented in three dimensions, rather than in two dimensions of projected three-dimensional information (as in a literally "pictorial" representation).
This study examined people's discrimination of identical and mirror-reflected pairs of abstract three-dimensional objects like those used by Shepard and Metzler (1971) .In contrast to previous research, the axis of the orientation difference (OD)between a pair of objects was quite unconstrained by experimental design. Each stimulus pair differed in orientation by an angle of rotation up to 180 0 about one of13 disparate axes. The axis ofOD was randomly ordered across trials. Subjects reported attempting to imagine one object at the orientation of the other and then comparing their shapes. Reaction time (RT) depended on the extent of OD, confirming earlier results. However, RT also depended on the axis or plane of OD between a stimulus pair. Slopes for RT-OD functions for trials with identical objects varied by a factor of 3 for different axes. The rank order of functions from steepest to slightest slope was: (1) axes not in any principal plane of the observer's visual reference frame, (2) frontal diagonal axes, (3) horizontal diagonal axes, (4) the line-of-sight axis, (5) midsagittal diagonal axes, (6) the vertical axis, and (7) the horizontal axis perpendicular to the line of sight. There was no difference in performance between subjects achieving high scores on pretests of spatial ability and those achieving moderate scores. The variation in slopes is likely due to variation in rate, path length, and/or initiation time of imagined reorientations. Various geometrical procedures could underlie the imagined spatial transformations usedin the task. RT patterns are much more consistent with the class of procedures producing paths of relatively efficient length than the class of inefficient procedures, such as that using rotations through Euler angles.
When similar objects are at the same orientation, people can often readily discriminate differences in the composition and spatial arrangement of the objects' features. However, as the objects differ in orientation, the effort needed to discriminate between them increases. Searching for and comparing corresponding features of objects at different orientations can overburden spatial working memory (Parsons, in press) . One very often finds it more efficient to imagine or physically produce rotation(s) of one object to the orientation of the other (e.g., Hinton & Parsons, 1987; Shepard & Metzler, 1971) . The latter fact has been exploited to study both the internal representation of shape (e.g., Corballis, Zbrodoff, Shetzer, & Butler, 1978; Hinton & Parsons, 1981) and imagined spatial transformation (Just & Carpenter, 1985; Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Parsons, 1983a Parsons, , 1983b Parsons, , 1987b Parsons, , 1987c Parsons, , 1987d .
Properties of Imagined Spatial Transformations
The time required to imagine an object's reorientation often increases with the angle of orientation difference (e.g., Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Metzler, 1973; Parsons, 1983b Parsons, , 1987d . For those stimuli that have been examined , Figure 1 . Five stimuli at the "standard" orientation used to create the set of orientations from which the stimulus pairs were seIeded (see Method section). Reading left to right, Objects 1, 2, and 3 are in the top row, and Objects 4 and 5 are in the bottom row. Thex-, yo, and z-axes imposed on Object 1 are like those imposed on each object in order to construct the set of stimuli used here. The axes of rotation referred to are described witb respect to tbe frame of reference composed of these three axes. (The negative z-axis is perpendicular to this page and pointed toward the observer.) horizontal plane of that reference frame; or about a "skew" axis not lying in any of the principal planes. Ten subjects participating in the experiment were of high spatial ability and 10 were of moderate spatial ability (see Table 4 ).
The purpose of the study reported here was to provide a baseline collection of discrimination RT-GO functions on which further, more critical, empirical and theoretical work can be grounded. It examined discrimination functions at a representative subset of possible ODs. This affords some initial examinations of subjects' abilities and preferences for selecting planes or axes for imagined reorientations. These data can potentially discriminate among classes of spatial transformation procedures that differ with respect to the general efficiency of their reorientation paths. "Simulation" studies (such as those of Cooper, 1975; Metzler, 1973; Parsons, 1987b Parsons, , 1987c and spatial reasoning studies can be used later to examine in more detail the properties of imagined spatial transformations.
50 PARSONS comparison object. Orientation differences (ODs) were in one or two planes (picture or depth), and trials were often blocked by the plane of 00.
Such experimental designs fail to reflect an important aspect of human spatial transformations. The perceptual, imaginal, or motor systems are capable of interpolating, recognizing, representing, or effecting the efficient displacement of an object from one orientation to (apparently) any other, with little deliberation. When a threedimensional object is imagined moving from one orientation to another, it seems to arrive there by a systematically executed and direct path. It does not move about randomly until happening upon its goal. We show similar economy in our actions. In addition, we can perceive whether an object not under our control moves efficiently to a desired orientation. We can also experience (or interpolate) efficient apparent motion between pairs of orientations of an object.
Assuming that we can imagine, perceive, and produce any arbitrary path, an unresolved issue is the nature of the procedures and economies that allow us to select from among the infinitely many paths an object can traverse. To understand this issue, researchers have begun to study imagined spatial transformations, attempting to develop conditions under which imagined paths can be compared to those produced by models based on different kinds of computational and geometrical procedure (Just & Carpenter, 1985; Parsons, 1983b Parsons, , 1987b Parsons, , 1987c Parsons, , 1987d . The experiment reported here is part of this effort and is an initial examination of this problem in the paradigm used by Shepard and Metzler (1971) . The early studies by Metzler and Shepard (1974) investigated some aspects of this problem by examining the visual discrimination and imagined reorientation of abstract three-dimensional objects (Figure 1 ). They found that reaction time (RT) was longer if the 00 could be in one of two planes rather than always being in a single plane. This suggests that the time to initiate a reorientation (e.g., to find or plan a path) is not constant and is influenced by constraints of the experimental design. Their results also suggest that with 00 in only one of these two planes, people imagine rotation through the shorter of the two possible angles about an axis.
DISCRIMINATION OF OBJECT PAIRS AT MANY DISPARATE ORIENTATION DIFFERENCES
In Shepard and Metzler's (1971) studies, observers were of high spatial ability and objects were presented at orientations differing in two principal planes of the observer's visual frame of reference. Subjects in the present experiment also discriminated between identical and mirrorreflected pairs of shapes like those used by Shepard and Metzler. However, the stimuli were presented in 13 disparate and randomly ordered planes of 00. The object pairs were separated by an 00 about one of the three principal axes of the observer's reference frame; about a diagonal axis lying within the frontal, midsagittal, or Three Factors That May AtTeet RTI First, the rate of imagined reorientation may depend on the plane or direction of 00. Differences in rates for different reorientations may reflect properties of the information processing that underlies imagined spatial transformations. More computation may be required for reorientations that cause art object's parts to "disappear" or "reappear" from the observer's perspective. Rotation about some axes may be ecologically common and more rapid than rotation about others. (The results ofKaushalI , suggest that the effect of familiarity and practice on implied rotation rate can be profound.) Parsons (1987b) studied the imagined rotation of one's body about various axes and found that the slope ofthe RT funetion for the line-of-sight axis was six times that for the vertical axis.
Second, the time to initiate the spatial transformation of an object from one orientation to another may vary with the plane or direction of reorientation. The amount of computation required to determine or plan a path can vary for different spatial transformation procedures, depending on various properties of the 00 between objects (Parsons, 1987a). It may require less time to find or plan an imagined path when the 00 is in a principal plane of the object or of the observer's visual frame of reference. The path or axis of rotation may be more "obvious" when 00 is in such principal planes (on salience of the vertical axis, see Clark, 1973; Corballis & Roldan, 1975; Rock, 1973) .
The third possible influence on the observed RTorientation functions is that the total degrees ofeffective imagined rotation may depend on the plane or direction of 00. There are an infinite number of paths for passing an object from one orientation to another, and a path can be produced by more than one spatial transformation procedure (cf. Parsons, 1987a) . Although there are many different possible spatial transformation procedures, for purposes of illustration I will briefly discuss only three basic approaches (see Appendix; see Parsons, 1987a , for more details): (1) Rotations by dimensions: a sequence of rotations about a different axis (e.g., a principal axis of the object or environment) for each dimension by which they differ in orientation (e.g., intrinsic dimensions such as front-back, left-right, and top-bottomj.f (2) Spin precession: rotation about an instantaneously changing axis produced by simultaneous rotations about two orthogonal axes (e.g., a principal axis of the object and an axis of the environment). (3) Shortest path: rotations about an axis (unique for each 00) to simultaneously correct for all differences in orientation while absolutely minimizing the degrees of rotation. Procedures 2 and 3 are examples of the class of procedures that in general produce paths of relatively efficient length; Procedure I is an example of the class of relatively inefficient procedures. Each of these procedures (or variants thereot) uses the same angle of rotation and path when the orientation difference is due to rotation about a single principal axis, either of the object or of the observer's visual reference frame or environment. Most previous work could not discriminate among different reorientation procedures because only ODs in such principal planes were used. (The exceptions are Cooper & Shepard's [1975] study of hands [but this issue did not arise in their analysis-see Parsons, 1987c] ; Just & Carpenter, 1985; Parsons, 1983b Parsons, , 1987b Possible Experimental Outcomes One possibility is that all the discrimination functions are identical, or nearly so, in linear shape, slope, and intercept. This would be consistent with several previous conclusions (Attneave, 1972; Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Shepard, 1975 Shepard, , 1982 Shepard, , 1984 .
3 Another possible outcome is that discrimination functions for different planes of 00 vary in slope and intercept. This may occur if the rates, VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 51 initiation times, and/or path length of imagined spatial transformations differ with the plane of 00. Observed RT-00 functions can be compared with the predicted degrees of rotation (see Appendix A) for the spatial transformation procedures described earlier.
Method
Subjects Twenty right-handed MIT undergraduates, who had not been in any related experiments, participated for $5/h. All subjects completed two timed paper-and-pencil pretests of the ability to imagine spatial transformations of objects (Thurstone's Cube Comparison and Card Rotation tests; Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976) . Ten subjects achieved high scores on both tests, correctly answering an average of 88.75 % of the items (individuals ranged from 95% to 85%; SD = 3.47), with an average error rate of .0275.
Ten others achieved moderate scores on the tests, completing an average of 69.1 % of the items correctly (individuals ranged from 80% to 62%; SD = 5.51), with an average error rate of .0326.
Stimuli
Black-and-white photographic slides of pairs of line drawings of abstract three-dimensional objects ( Figure I ) were illuminated by a Mast slide projector (with attached tachistoscopic shutter). Five computer-generated, orthographically projected objects and their five mirror reflections were presented simultaneously in pairs in an arrangement like that in Figure 2 . The objects subtended between 4°and 5°of visual angle. The pairs consisted of two views of the same object or an object and its mirror reflection.
Stimuli were presented at orientations sampled from a larger set of orientations created by the following method. First, an axis of rotation (see Figure 3 ) was passed through the center of mass of an object at its standard orientation ( Figure I ), and the object was rotated from 30°to 330°in 30°intervals. The Cartesian reference frame used to describe the axes of rotation was oriented with respect to each object (as in Figure I ). From the resulting set of orientations about each axis, pairs of orientations of an object were selected (I) that differed in relative orientations by 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, or 180°; (2) in which as little as possible of the object's shape was occluded or distorted by pictorial depiction; and (3) in which, despite the object's relative 00, its orientations varied as much as possible over all its pairs, with respect to the fixed Cartesian Orientation difference between objects (degrees)
RT for Identical Pairs:
11,000 
RT as a function of extent and axis of orientation difference between pairs of identical objects. The axis of rotation used to create the orientation difference between stimuli is depicted in the upper left-hand corner of the correspouding RT plot. Subjects'
Hue of sight ou the stimuli wasalways down the depicted negative z-axis toward the origin (F1gure 1). For the purpose of clearly depicting the orientation of an object about an axis of rotatiou, the x-and z-axes are in some cases shifted with respect to the plaue of this page. In the lower right-baud comer is the slope and intelUpt of best-fit linear regression equatiou of RT on OD collapsing across the three objects, and the amount of variance accounted for by this regression. frame of the environment. For pairs of stimuli with no difference in orientation, a single view of each object (and its mirror image) was selected from the total set of stimuli on the basis of how well the object's surfaces were depicted. For three of the five objects, the views used for the 0°on pairs were also placed at the various orientations in the picture plane to produce stimuli for the (0,0,1) axis. Three objects were presented at orientations about each axis of rotation (Table I) .
Objects in a mirror-reflected pair were oriented as in Figure 2 : two of the corresponding segments of both objects were identically oriented, and the remaining segments of one object were oriented in directions opposite to those of corresponding segments of the other object. Trials on which the objects were identical always used the five objects in Figure I (not their mirror images).
Design
Each subject completed three replications of 478 trials resulting from the presentation of a mirror-reflected and an identical pair of threeobjects at six orientation differences (30°, 60°, 90°, 120 0 , 150°, and 180°) about 13 axes, and two pairs (mirror and identical) of five objects at an identical orientation. The first replication was practice. Within each replication, trials were performed in a random order unique for each subject.
Procedure
Subjects sat before a screen with their index fingers on a twokey microswitch, and pressed a left button for a pair of mirrorreflected objects and a right button for a pair of identically shaped objects. They were to respond as rapidly and accurately as possi-
Predictions of Different Spatial Transformation Procedures
Linear regressions were used to compare RT with the predicted degrees of rotation for passing one object to the orientation of the other using each of three spatial transformation procedures. (This test used the degrees of rotation shown in Table 3 
RT-OD Functions for Trials With Identical Objects
The slope of the best-fit linear RT-OD functions depended on the axis of rotation used to create the 00. Figure 3 shows the best-fit linear regression of 00 on RT for pairs of identical objects, for each axis collapsed across objects.
Although RT-00 functions depended on both the axis and the object, there was no reliable difference between slopes of the best-fit linear regression for each kind of axis for different objects (two-tailedt test, p > .05). Collapsing across objects, the slopes for individual axes range from .041 sec/deg for axis (-.58, .58, .58) to .015 sec/deg for axis (1,0,0). In rank order, the average slopes for each set of related axes are as follows. Steepest slopes were observed for "skew" axes (.0353 sec/deg), followed by diagonal axes within the frontal plane (.034), horizontal diagonal axes (.305), line-of-sight axis (.029), diagonal axes within the midsagittal plane (.025), vertical axis (.024), and the horizontal axis perpendicular to the line of sight (.015).
An ANOVA of slopes of best-fit linear regression equations of RT on OD, for identical trials for each subject, shows a reliable effect of axis on the slope [F(12,228 
Results

Analyses of RT Data
Analyses used RTs for correct responses only. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of RTs for each object, using axis, orientation, andidentity, showed no reliable differences between subjects in the high and moderate spatial ability groups, so other analyses of RTs collapsed across moderate and high spatial ability groups.
RT was linearly related to the OD between object pairs, but also depended both on the axis used to create the difference in orientation and on the relationship between axis and object (Figure 3 ).
An identical pattern of reliable effects was observed in a separate ANOVA (fable 2) of RTs for each object (with 6 ODs, 2 identities, and 8 or 7 axes) and in an ANOV A collapsing across objects (with 6 ODs, 13 axes, and 2 identities). RT was reliably affected by the axis and extent of OD. The effect of 00 on RT was affected by axis. RT was different for identical and mirror-reflected pairs. This difference between mirror and identical pairs depended separately on the extent and axis ofOD. Finally, the difference in RT between identical and mirror pairs depended on the interaction of axis and extent of 00.
10 an ANOVA of RTs for identical pairs, a model adding the ANOVA factors involving axis of 00 to the usual model of mental rotation (which uses only extent of 00) accounts for 20 % more of the total sums of squares accounted for than the model using only extent of orientation difference (.54 compared to .45).
Error Rates
Error rate was less than .03 on average (.02 for high spatial ability group and .04 for moderate spatial ability group), and was correlated with RT [r = .50, F(l,237) = 79.45, p < .0001] for each of the three standard objects (or their mirror images) about each OD about each axis. The spin-precession and shortest-path procedures account for 73 % more of the variance than does the rotations-by-dimensions procedure. Both observed slopes of RT -OD functions for various axes and the observed relationships among the set of overall means for each axis deviate from those predicted by the rotations-bydimensions procedure (using Euler angles).
Trials With Pairs of Mirror-Reflected Objects
Overall RT for trials with pairs of identical objects was 1,611 msec, and that for trials with pairs of mirrorreflected objects was 4,932 msec. The RT-OD function for trials with mirror-reflected objects had a slighter slope and higher intercept than those of trials with identical objects (the slopes were, respectively, .00518 and .03013 sec/deg; the intercepts were 5.136 and 1.583 sec). However, because objects with different shapes cannot 
Subjects' Introspections
Subjects reported attempting to imagine one object at the orientation of the other. Three subjects reported occasionally inferring shape by noticing planes of symmetry in an object pair and not imagining one object at the orientation of the other.
Discussion Discrimination RT Depends on the Axis of OD Between Members of a Pair of Objects
These results confirm that the time to visually discriminate mirror-reflected and identical pairs of threedimensional objects varies with the extent of the objects' difference in orientation (e.g., Shepard & Metzler, 1971) . However, these results also indicate that the time to make this discrimination depends on the plane in which the objects differ in orientation. There appears to be no performance difference between subjects of high and moderate spatial ability.
These findings in some respects confirm, and in others differ from, the results of Shepard and Metzler's (1971) study. However, the differences do not seem to be inadvertently caused by differences in the experimental designs used. As shown in Table 4 , the experimental designs are similar with respect to exposure to stimuli, practice at the discrimination task, and overall sample size. Accordingly, there are comparable introspections and overall means. There are also comparable slopes and intercepts for the two planes of OD that the two experiments have in common.
Only 3 of the 20 subjects reported occasionally using a strategy of first detecting symmetrical relations between the directions in which ends of segments of objects point and then making inferences as to the relation between the shapes of the two objects. There were no differences between these 3 subjects' RT-OD functions and those of the other subjects. Overall, the RT function characteristic of the use of this configurational strategy (i.e., a quadratic function with longest RTs at 90°of orientation difference) was seldom observed. Apparently, then, the use of this strategy was not a major influence on RT -OD functions.
Variation in Slopes of RT-OD Functions for Different Axes of OD There were reliable differences in slopes of the discrimination RT-OD functions for different axes or planes of orientation difference. For the most part, similar slopes were observed for functions of axes that have comparable spatial relationships to the principal planes of the observer's visual frame of reference. This suggests that the slopes were influenced more by the ODs created by these related axes than by (incidental) properties of the shapes, views, and relations between principal axes of the object and axes of rotation that were sampled. 
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The steepest slopes were observed for skew axes (.0353 sec/deg on average; .032, .031, .037, and .041 individually), followed by diagonal axes within the frontal (picture) plane (.034 on average; .033 and .035 separately), horizontal diagonal axes (.0305 on average; .031 and .030 separately), line-of-sight axis (.029), diagonal axes within the midsagittal plane (.025 on average; .024 and .026 separately), vertical axis (.024), and the horizontal axis perpendicular to the line of sight (.015). Thus, the slopes for principal axes of an observer's visual frame were slighter than those for most of the other axes. The slopes for skew axes were 56% greater than those for principal axes. The RT-OD function with the slightest slopes was produced when the axis of OD was horizontal and perpendicular to the observer's line of sight (l,0,0). The steepest function was observed when the axis of OD was skewed upward, away from, and rightward of the observer (axis [-.58,.58,.58] in Figure 3) .
The slopes of RT-OD functions for individual axes varied by a factor of about 3. This range is comparable to the range of variation for the other stimulus examined in detail in a discrimination task (a left-right judgment of the outstretched arm of a human body; Parsons, 1987b) . The same planes of OD were used in the present study and in Parsons (l987b) . However, the slopes and intercepts of the functions for the various planes of OD for discriminating the objects in the present study are uncorrelated with those observed for left-right judgment of the outstretched arm of a human body. 4 Contrary to results of earlier studies (Cooper & Podgorny, 1976; Cooper & Shepard, 1975; Shepard, 1975) , this difference in results for different kinds of stimuli is consistent with other recent results suggesting that properties of the object being imagined can strongly influence characteristics of imagined spatial transformation (see Parsons, 1987c Parsons, , 1987d .
Properties of Imagined Spatial Transformations Used
It is likely that the variations in RT-OD functions for different planes of OD are due to variation in the imagined spatial transformations used. In particular, this variation in functions is probably due to variation in the rate, initiation time, and/or path of imagined spatial transformations. If so, the following conclusions can be drawn.
No evidence that people use shortest-path rotations whose rates and initiation times are constant for ditJerent ODs. These data do not confirm the hypothesis that observers imagine one object at the orientation of the other by using a minimum-angle path with a rate and initiation time identical for different planes ofOD. Thus, the prediction most consistent with the framework of Shepard and his co-workers (Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Shepard, 1975 Shepard, , 1982 Shepard, , 1984 is not confirmed.
Use of spatial transformations of efficient length. Assuming that rates and initiation times of imagined reorientations for different planes of OD vary little, the data suggest that subjects spontaneously use relatively efficient spatial transformation procedures. RTs are consistent with spatial transformation procedures producing paths approximately as efficient in length as those produced by the spinprecession or shortest-path procedures. These results demonstrate that at least one other spatial transformation procedure (i.e., spin-precession) fits a large and diverse set of data as well as the shortest path procedure which is generally (implicitly or explicitly) assumed to be used (see introductory remarks).
The RTs are much less consistent with use of a relatively inefficient procedure that produces paths like those produced by the rotations-by-dimensions procedure (using Euler angles). They are also much less consistent with the use of a spatial transformation procedure of shortestpath rotations for ODs about one of the principal axes of the observer's visual reference frame, and rotations-bydimensions reorientations (using Euler angles) for all other ODs.
These conclusions apply to both high and moderate spatial ability subjects, who showed no differences in performance. It is possible that the difference in spatial ability between groups here was not great enough to replicate the finding that high spatial ability subjects imagine more efficient spatial transformations than do subjects of low spatial ability (Just & Carpenter, 1985) .
The results here are consistent with those of a study by Parsons (1987b) of imagined spatial transformations of one's body. Those studies involved left-right judgment of the outstretched arm of one's misoriented body and the imagined reorientation of the body via a path of one's choice or via an experimenter-specified shortest path. The pattern of results suggested that for some planes of 00, subjects spontaneously used procedures that produced paths of quite efficient length (e.g., spin precession or shortest path). However, there was evidence against the hypothesis that people spontaneously use the shortest paths between any pair of orientations (Shepard, 1982 (Shepard, , 1984 . Subjects had difficulty learning the shortest paths for orientations about axes that were not in a principal plane of the body, and their performance reflected this. (This observation is consistent with analyses of the computational requirements of a shortest-path procedure [parsons, 1987a] and with the author's own unpublished studies of spatial reasoning that suggest that people do not ordinarily know or use shortest paths between different orientations of an object if the spatial difference is not in one ofthe principal planes ofthe object or the observer's visual reference frame.)
Inferences about the rates of imagined reorientation.
Even though it is apparent that people use procedures producing paths of efficient length, a relatively steep slope for a particular RT -00 function cannot be interpreted in general to imply that there is a slow rate of imagined reorientation in that plane of 00. There are many possible procedures that could produce reorientation paths approximately as efficient as those produced by the spinprecession and shortest-path procedures (parsons, 1987a) . Even if the effective degrees of rotation for two reorientation procedures are experimentally indistinguishable, the exact paths can differ. If it is assumed that people use either the spin-precession or shortest-path procedure, then we can examine the special-case ODs when the two procedures produce exactly the same paths (in the plane of00).
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In those cases, the slope is .015 sec/deg for the horizontal axis perpendicular to the line of sight, .024 sec/deg for the vertical axis, .029 sec/deg for the line-of-sight axis, and .0305 sec/deg for the two horizontal diagonal axes. If it is further assumed that these slopes indicate the rate of reorientation in these planes of 00, then the results can be examined with respect to various other results and hypotheses. Assuming, then, that in the special cases just described only one path is imagined and that it is always in the plane of 00, the following three points can be made:
1. The difference between the implied rotation rates for the vertical and line-of-sight axes is consistent with, although much smaller than, that in Parsons's (1987b) study of the imagined rotation of one's body through experimenter-specified shortest paths. The slope for the vertical axis in that study was six times that for the lineof-sight axis (.0065 compared to .0010 sec/deg). Rotation about the vertical axis is probably the most common of all rotations in our ecology, so the more rapid rate of imagined rotation may result from extraexperimental familiarity .
2. The fact that the rotation rate for most of the specialcase ODs or axes is not obviously slower than that for the line-of-sight axis (picture plane ODs) is consistent with Shepard and Metzler's (1971) results and conclusions (among others). They interpreted their data to indicate that RT was a function of the angle or rotation in three dimensions, not two, as in a retinal projection. This is consistent with the hypothesis that spatial and shape information is internally represented in three dimensions.
3. It is unclear why, under these assumptions, the rate of rotation about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the line of sight is half that of the line-of-sight and horizontal diagonal axes. This implies that the information processing underlying rotation about the former axis is performed more readily or quickly. This may relate to the fact that this kind of rotation does not alter the orientation of the "sides" of an object with respect to the observer's left and right, and this may cause the spatial transformation to be predictable or redundant.
Conclusion
As described earlier, there are a large number of possible geometrical methods on which unconstrained and/or natural spatial transformations could be based. This fact presents difficult-although not insurmountable-experimental problems for those studying the human use of spatial transformations. To precisely confirm the interpretations reported here, further work must examine the variation of reorientation rate and initiation time with different planes of 00. Such work should also discriminate among alternative spatial transformation procedures. This could be done by appropriate sampling of ODs and by appropriate variations in the relations among the object-centered principal axes, set of axes of 00, and the principal axes of the observer's visual frame of reference. SHEPARD, R. N., '" HURWITZ, S. (1984) . Spatial cognition, mental r0-tation, and interpretation of maps. Cognition, 18, 161-193. SHEPARD, R. N., '" METZLER, J. (1971) . Mental rotation of threedimensional objects. Science, 191, [952] [953] [954] . NOTES 1. A fourth factor that could influence the RT-orientation functions here is related to the comparison of shape required to discriminate between objects' shapes. People could search for a plane of symmetry between a pair of objects. This could allow them to infer the relationship of the two objects' shape without imagining a spatial transformation (Kaushall & Parsons, 1981, p. 562) . However, it turned out there was apparently little use of this strategy in Experiment I (see Discussion section), so it was not an important factor here.
2. Rather than examine all of the variants of the rotations-bydimensions procedure, I will focus on only one variant. This variant is moderately inefficient with respect to the total degrees of rotation and is therefore representative of the class of such procedures. This procedure rotates the object through Euler angles (Goldstein, 1950) . These rotations are about the object's intrinsic principal axes. In addition, I will also consider a spatial transformation procedure that is a hybrid of the shortest path and rotations-by-dimensions procedures. In this hybrid, the shortest path is used when the orientation difference is in a principal plane of the observer's visual reference frame; and the rotations-by-dimensions procedure using Euler angles is usedfor other ODs. This kind of model might be proposed if it were thought that people can use the shortest path reorientation only when it is "obvious" to them, as when the axis of 00 is in a principal plane of their visual reference frame. Otherwise, they rely on other procedures.
3. These conclusionsare as follows. First, thatsubjects use mininmnangle reorientations to correct for any difference in orientation of two objects. Second, that the rate of imagined reorientation is approximately independent of the direction of rotation. Such a uniform outcome requires thatthe initiation time of imagined spatial transformationsbec0n-stant across planes of orientation difference. This uniform outcome is also predicted if (1) subjects use a spin-precessionprocedure(de8cribed earlier) and (2) the rates and initiation times of imaginedreorientation are constant across planes. In some cases of orientation difference here, the total degrees of rotation for the spin-precession procedure are somewhat greater than those for the shortest path. However, because of the underlying variability of RTs in this paradigm, it is impossible to distinguish performancewith the two procedures~FuItber-more, uniform functions would bestrong evidence againsta procedure such as rotations-by-dimensions. It wbuid be a very unlikdy coiDcideDce for the differences in rates and initiation times to exactly COIJIIlC'I*te for (or mask) the differences in the length of path predicled by the rotatiom-by-dimensions procedure for orientationdiffere:Dlles in cIifIicnIIt planes.
4. Comparing the results of these two sets of studies is complicaIed because the two kinds of stimuli differ in several ways:the bodyis more familiar, bas familiar spatialtransformations associated wiIh it. and bas parts that may be spatially transformed relative to the wboIe (PuBons, 1987b) .
APPENDIX Spatial Transformation Procedures
This appendix describes briefly the three spatial transfonnation procedures considered here (for a more formal treatment, see Parsons, 1987a) . Each procedure requires a description of stimulus orientation in direction cosines (or their equivalents). Each procedure is a representative variant of a basic type of approach, of which there are many others.
The rotations-by-dimensions procedure rotates an object through (up to three) Euler angles. Euler angles are commonly used in the physical sciences and engineering to describe objects at different orientations (cf. Goldstein, 1950, p. 107ff.) . The degrees of rotation shown in Table 3 are the total degrees of rotation.
The spin-precession procedure discussed here spins the object about its major principal axis. It simultaneously rotates (precesses) it about the axis that is the cross-product of the vectors representing the initial and final orientations of the object's major principal axis. For simplicity, I assume homogeneous motion, so that spin and precession rotations occur at coordinated rates proportional to amount of rotation about each axis neces-VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 59 sary to correct for the overall orientation difference. The precession angle is that between vectors representing initial and final orientations of the object's major principal axis. The spin angle is found by determining the amount of rotation necessary to align its minor and mean axes once it has rotated through its precession angle. The resulting spatial transfonnation is a rotation about an instantaneously changing axis. The total angle of rotation about this axis is equal to the precession angle plus the square £?Ot of the quantity 1 plus the square ofthe ratio of spin to precession angles. The expression for the total angle is derived by describing the angular velocity about the spin and precession axes as vectors, and computing the integral of the total length of the vectors for the extent of the precession angle (Parsons, 1987a) . In principle, the spin can be about any axis, not just principal axes. The shortest-path procedure finds the axis (unique for each OD), about which the body can be rotated by an angle absolutely minimizing the degrees of rotation (cf. Parsons, 1987a) .
(Manuscript received August 1, 1986; revision accepted for publication February 10, 1987.) 
